This essay conceptualises the notion of performance mathematics in terms of a paradoxical relationship with the constructed notion of truth, which is shared by theatrical and mathematical performance. Specifically, I argue that these two disciplines can and cannot be reconciled with truthfulness. Grounding my comparison on the notion of an axiomatic method common to both disciplines, I
What is Performance Mathematics?
My challenge is to study the possible relationship between theatrical and mathematical performance in relation to their shared capacity to perform truths. Does this relationship highlight what is NOT common to each discipline? Are theatrical and mathematical performance two entirely differentiated expressions of human creativity? This essay answers these questions in two ways. I argue that there IS commonality and that there is NO commonality. And so my thesis is a paradox. And this is fitting, seeing as this essay is about truth (or the lack of it), both in a mathematical and theatrical sense. Paradox, as I understand the term, is the position of being caught between truth and falsehood. This is a place where both theatrical and mathematical performance can find a common creative ground. To begin with, I propose a concept. Performance mathematics is the conceptualisation of an interdisciplinary relation that highlights the following historical condition of possibility: Mathematical constructions are true only insofar as they are performed. In other words, theorems and equations are true only insofar as they are staged according to rules of mathematical engagement and delivery. The same applies to the scripted truths of the theatre. And this is key: both theatrical performance and mathematics rely on a construction of the real (the mathematical real and the theatrical real). It is within arbitrary inventions of the real that truths can be variously dramatised and performed. What is common to both creative practices is that they give a temporary existence to those realities (or if you like ÔtemporealitiesÕ), which they perform.
Assuming the understanding of theatrical performance is clear, then it is perhaps worth looking closer at what I mean by mathematical performance. To perform a mathematical operation typically requires proving a theorem, answering a mathematical problem, delivering a mathematical result. All of this indicates that an output or outcome has been met, that a performance has been carried out in one way or another. Brian Rotman writes that Ônumbers and their passage to the limit exist only through the performance-that is to say, what constitutes their form as abstract objects follows from this determinationÕ (2000, 148) . According to this author (2011), mathematical practitioners refer constantly to performing: Ôperforming a calculation, a construction, a computation, an operation, and numerous other series of moves, performed Ð carried out Ð according to some design.Õ Rotman adds that the key activity of proof is likewise described by mathematicians as a performanceÑ proving being completely synonymous with showing and demonstrating. In what follows, I argue that what connects these two disciplines is the historical transit from a belief in a priori truth, to a belief in the performance of truths via specific functions (theatrical and mathematical). What is emphasised in this argument is that rather than being truth-laden entities that exist prior to any creative human intervention, and outside any constructed sense of temporality, the works of mathematical and theatrical performance are part of the larger and open-ended human initiative of constant invention and the temporary making up of performed or staged truths. In other words, mathematics, like the theatre, can be the temporary staging of a reality, or temporeality.
Although it is well known that mathematics is intended to be rigorous, it is not rigorous to the point of risking rigor mortis. On the contrary, mathematics is no less creative than an artistic pursuit like theatre. To be clear, mathematics is a creative language. In fact, it is a family of languages. There is no single, uppercased Mathematic but only mathematics. And whilst historical metaphors depict maths as a formidable tree with a single oak-like trunk branching out into robust offshoots, today mathematics boasts no single foundation, no single trunk. For this reason, it does not necessarily resemble a tree but a complex network or rhizome of languages. We must not forget that aspects of digital computation are also inherently mathematical. If we were to visualise the rhizomatic representation of maths it would appear highly complex not only given the widespread mathematization of computerised communication, but also because mathematics itself has become highly synthetic (e.g. algebraic geometry, arithmetic topology, analytic geometry, and so on). In other words, the branches of the network also mix to create new language fusions and hybrid concepts.
So instead of asking the simplistic question: what is the relationship between theatrical and mathematical performance?Ñ one could ask: which branch of mathematics are we talking about, and in relation to which discipline of theatrical performance, according to which technique or which technology?
Because mathematics is a language liable to cultural dynamics, it is also liable to technologically and materially defined conditions of possibility. The difficulty of the problem is compounded by the fact that there are myriad languages (and even metalanguages) inside mathematics, and anyone of them could be made to connect with a problem arising within the orbit of the performing arts. To simplify the problem, I will not locate this discussion in the orbit of computational formalisms. For the time being, I am not concerned with the realisation of a theatrical mathematical performance in a digital-era context. Although this is an inviting question given the inherently mathematical and performative nature of digital communication, here I will focus on something perhaps less current, something more historical. I will speak of the dramatisation of mathematics in text-based theatrical performance and theatre theory.
Polygamy
One way in which a synthesis might begin to make sense is by way of a connection between a mathematics of space and formalised space in the performing arts. In this context, one could mention the use of solid geometry and topology in the work of Rudolf Laban (Salazar-Sutil 2013), or the stereometric pre-robotic performance pioneered by Oskar Schlemmer (Salazar Sutil, 2014) . In both these cases, the manner of the interaction is by way of an application of a mathematical language to stage performance. In addition to applying mathematics, one could conceptualise mathematics within a theatre performance practice. One example of this might be the use of the mathematical concept of So to make the argument worthwhile, I will speak of a more straightforward interaction between theatrical and mathematical performance. Not by way of application, conceptualisation, ideation, thematization, or deformation. In this instance I will focus on the use of mathematical methods within theatre and performance. The trajectory of this work will take the reader across two very different notions of a mathematical method: an axiomatic approach and a nonaxiomatic approach.
Axiomatics
For thousands of years mathematical creativity was firmly grounded on notions of proof, of soundness, and ultimately Ñ and here is one of the factors of a self-affirming truth or axiom upon which a sound, consistent, and complete system may be constructed. Before I can explain why Euclidean thinking had to be surpassed, and how a post-axiomatic approach may be dramatised, it is first necessary to explain why this method remained unsurpassed for almost two thousand years, and how it came to play an important role in the theatre.
The claim made by the inductive-axiomatic method is this: things that are equal to the same thing are also equal to one another. No further proof is needed to support this proposition. By settling on five axioms that provide the starting point for any theorem in geometry, EuclidÕs Elements replaces an unspecified body of propositions with five claims that, when used in conjunction, are a guarantee of proof. According to Karl Popper, for a theoretical system such as Euclidean geometry to be axiomatised, a set of statements has to be formulated which satisfies four fundamental requirements: (1) the axiomatic system must be free from contradiction (2) the system must be independent (i.e. it must not contain any axiom deducible from the remaining axioms) (3) it must be sufficient for the deductions of all the statements belonging to the theory and (4) it must be necessary, which means they should contain no superfluous assumptions ( voices and bodies, in a space reserved for them with the express purpose of the gathered publicÕs consideration; and, third, a referent, textual or traditional, of which the spectacle can be said to be the representationÕ (2008, 190) . According to Badiou, public, actors, and textual referent provide the threefold basis upon which every theatrical scenario may be constructed.
Like Euclidean geometry, BadiouÕs system produces a number of secondary propositions or corollaries. For instance, from the fact that there is at least one actor we infer that there must be at least one costume (191 Perhaps one of the best known axioms associated with Stanislavski's work is this: from an actorÕs perspective, the audience is not meant to be present in a live performance given the audience is separated from the action by an imaginary fourth wall. Once fulfilled, the fourth wall protects the actor from the artificiality of the theatrical event so that he or she may retain the authenticity of what is being portrayed on stage.
The process of constructing a character, and the manner in which such a process is to be carried out, according to Stanislavski, cannot be left to chance.
This process relies on an analytical breakdown and calculation of the elements that make up a character. As such, the Stanislavski system encourages the actor to prepare by dividing a character's journey through a play into super-objectives, objectives, units and activities, a technique of segmentation and quantification that led some critics to refer to Stanislavski's actor training methods as 'mere mathematics' (Toporkov 1998, 217 Nor can modern mathematical truths be completely agreed on, incidentally.
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A mathematical approach to theatre theory
Theatre theorists speak of a Ômathematical approachÕ within the subdiscipline of theatre semiotics. In what follows, I will take a slight detour into the field of theatre theory in order to back up my argument, and in order to show how 2 Austrian mathematician and logician Kurt Gšdel showed that one cannot prove completeness in any approach to mathematics by safe logical principles. His so-called incompleteness theorems told mathematicians that a set of axioms is not adequate to prove all the theorems belonging to the branch of mathematics that the axioms are intended to cover. In other words, the epochmaking implication of GšdelÕs idea was that mathematical reality could not be unambiguously incorporated into axiomatic systems. The moment a statement is axiomatised, it becomes incomplete given the finite nature of the axiom itself. Mathematics, and the axiomatic method that had reigned seigniorial for thousands of years, would inevitably give rise to statements, which could neither be proved nor disproved. (2007, 9) . In other words, the procedure is by no means exact. It is not a mathematical procedure, insofar as no formal process was used to obtain such a numerical result. However, the spirit of an axiomatic method is palpable, in the sense that, methodologically speaking, the logic of PoltiÕs system is that the whole of drama can be built on a finite number of basic building blocks. 
Huis Clos
Ginestier argued that dramatic geometry is helpful to analyse the Ôarchitectonic cohesisÕ (438) of a play, but that this only provides a partial analysis. Thus, to obtain a more synthetic result Ginestier proposes two further layers of analysis. Further to a dramatic geometry it is necessary to conduct a psychological analysis, which should begin with the central character, and then proceed to an understanding of a surrounding architecture of psychological structures. The third step, philosophical analysis, combines the previous two to show how the theatre works dialectically and how it can provoke a philosophical transcendence. The binary logic of mathematical performance analysis is here given a philosophical dimension, leading through the process of dialectical antithesis to a spiritualising higher ground.
Mathematical poetics
Despite the decline of structuralism and formalism a number of mathematical analyses within a semiotic approach to the theatre were advanced following SouriauÕs symbolic-logical approach in the seventies and eighties.
Perhaps the most important of these methods was espoused by the highly prolific Rumanian mathematician and theatre semiotician Solomon Marcus, who in the late sixties and seventies developed a school of semiological study known as mathematical poetics. The approach spearheaded by Marcus led to formal strategies of drama and theatre analysis derived from system theory, cybernetics, and computer science, as well as from the mathematical fields of algebra, graph theory, combinatorics, logic, code theory, probability, and game theory. 
Conclusion
This essay has shown how, at least conceptually, the marriage of mathematical and theatrical performance is paradoxical. Although DinuÕs argument is acceptable in many ways, we have also seen that the theatre operates according to a number of key elements that can be compared to operative mathematical elements. These common features, as I have discussed them in this essay, contradict DinuÕs argument, and thus leave us in state of undecidability. So, whilst completely different, mathematics and theatre can also be conceptually related: maths is a kind of theatre of abstractions, whilst theatre is a concrete mathematics of staged operations. Badiou has argued that theatre is akin to mathematics, insofar as both count as an intellectual art devoted to the simplification of a problem or a demonstration (2005, 73) . BadiouÕs Ôtheatre of operationsÕÑI call it performance mathematicsÑdoes not supersede representation, but it supersedes the idea that these problems, these demonstrations, and the place where they are staged, have to be real in a universal sense. If it is true that the instructions of the theatre will become more What this model of performance mathematics focuses on is not an a priori truth, but the event or the performance of truth, and more specifically, the functions used to carry out a series of moves according to some designed sense of the real. So, can this event be at once theatrical and mathematical? Digital computation is a good example of how machines perform according to scripted instructions, and thus act out operations within algorithmic designs based on basic binary functions like input-output, or truth-false evaluatives (Boolean logic).
There is a theatricality set deep within this logic, which is why this logic can be theatricalised (as Marcus proposed, if only from a theoretical standpoint).
Performance mathematics is conceptualised as a possibility of staging ideas mathematically, theatrically, or in a synthetic way. What this historical overview shows is that this effort is not an academic one, but that the connection (and disconnection) between theatrical and mathematical performance has existed since these two disciplines first shared their concern with the staging of truth, and the construction of realities in their own terms, axiomatically or otherwise. A crossoverÑ if at all possibleÑ is indeed part of a theatre practice and theory tradition involved in this creative and critical enquiry. The concept of performance/mathematics finally reveals itself as the means to create a stage wherein a mathematical language, or indeed a language of mathematized theatricality, can be acted out; realised; performed. The reason why this concept
